T1 effects of a bolus-injectable superparamagnetic iron oxide, SH U 555 A: dependence on field strength and plasma concentration--preliminary clinical experience with dynamic T1-weighted MR imaging.
To investigate the field strength dependency of relaxivity values with SH U 555 A, concentration-dependent T1 effects, and findings at dynamic T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in patients with focal liver lesions. Longitudinal relaxivity (r1) with SH U 555 A was measured in human plasma (0.02-300.00 MHz), and transverse relaxivity (r2) was measured at 10, 20, and 40 MHz. Second, a dilution series in human plasma was used at 1-T, T1-weighted, spin-echo or fast low-angle shot (FLASH) imaging. In 22 patients with focal liver lesions, imaging with the latter sequence was performed with a dose of SH U 555 A of 10 mumol Fe/kg. The r1 of SH U 555 A decreased with increasing field strength, but was higher at high field strengths than r1 values for gadolinium chelates. Enhancement calculations for different iron concentrations in human plasma demonstrated positive enhancement at concentrations less than 700 mumol Fe/L. Enhancement increased with the degree of T1 weighting and was highest for the FLASH sequence with the shortest TE (+81.4% with 300 mumol Fe/L). Enhancement was positive in the liver for at least 30 seconds and in the spleen for at least 480 seconds. Signal intensity changes at dynamic T1-weighted MR imaging after bolus injection of SH U 555 A can be explained by dynamic changes in iron-plasma concentration.